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PEOPLE	ARE	DIVERSE	
and	IN	MANY	WAYS	

	
	



DIVERSITY 

Identity: Who are You? 
 
Diversity in Teams & 
Organisations 

 
Diversity in Society 
 



migra7on	as	form	of	difference	
UN	es7mates	...	
� 2000:	172	million	international	migrants	
	
� 2015:	244	million,	41%	increase	2000-2015		
	
� (Global)	Refugee	Project:	14+	million	
refugees	

� http://www.iom.int/world-migration	



Over	million	migrants	&	
refugees	into	Europe	in	2015	





�  transnational	elites,	transnational	managers	
�  expatriates,	repatriates	
�  ”trailing	friends/partners/spouses”	
� more,	semi-,	less	skilled	casualised	workers	
�  student/researcher/knowledge	workers	
�  care	chains	
�  ”unemployed	migrants”		
�  asylum	seekers,	refugees	
�  ”illegal	migrants”	
	
�  LESS	focus	on:	White,	better	off,	normalised,																																				
host	populations/nations,	’hospitality’	

	

Many	kinds	&	combina/ons	of	”migrants”	
		



Differences	as	
DIVERSITY:	

people	are	diverse,	and	
in	many	ways	



DIMENSIONS	OF	DIFFERENCE	include	
�  age	
�  appearance	
� CLASS	
�  (dis)ability		
� ETHNICITY/RACIALISATION	
� GENDER	
�  language	
�  living	place,	housing	
� nationality,	migration	status	
�  sexuality	
� …	and	more	(visible/not,	disclosed/not)	
		



u Which social categories do YOU 
belong to? How are you placed? 

u Which of these bring YOU 
privilege? 

u Which of these do NOT? 
 



Diversity management  
»  Business: the bottom line 
»  CSR: part of social responsibility, corporate image 
»  Social Justice/Equality: combat discrimination, racism/

sexism/ageism … promote inclusion at work 
»  Social trends: social movements, networks, self-identity 
 
»  2004 Non-Discrimination (‘Yhdenvertaisuuslaki’) Act 

translated EU directives on equal treatment to Finnish law, e.g. 
age, disability, health, religion, belief, ethnic/national origin, 
nationality, sexual orientation. Prohibits direct/indirect 
discrimination, harassment & giving instructions to discriminate  

»  Diversity Charter of Finland October 2012, 18 orgs; now 60+ 
 
 



Culture … and being careful 
� descriptive	or	…	prescriptive?	
�  “a	political	process	of	contestation	over	the	power	to	
define	concepts,	including	that	of	culture	itself”	

Susan	Wright,	The	politicisation	of	culture	
	

Multiculturalisms 
(Monikulttuurisuus)	
� Conservative:	continuing	ideologies	of	colonialism	
� Liberal	/	Left-liberal:	equality	between	different	
cultural	groupings,	maintains	cultural	difference	

� Critical	resistance:	transformative	political	agenda	
P.	McLaren,	White	terror	&	oppositional	agency	in	D.	Goldberg	ed.	Multiculturalism	



Differences	as	
INTERSECTIONALITY	



Intersec/onality:	‘rela7onship	among	
mul7ple	dimensions	and	modali7es	of	social	
rela7ons	and	subject	forma7ons’	(McCall	2005)	
	
� A	>	B	>	C	

� A	+	B	=	C	
														
	 		A	
� 				 				
	
	B														C	
	
� co-constructed:	do	not	consider	any	one	alone		



Intersectionality 
u  cannot understand Black women’s oppression                 

& discrimination by ONLY gender OR ONLY race 

u  the 2 are intertwined 

u  The metaphor of crossroads … intersections 

u  If a traffic accident happens at a crossroads, it can 
be caused by cars from several directions, 
sometimes all. Not easy to reconstruct an accident: 
Sometimes skid marks and injuries suggest they 
occurred simultaneously, so difficult to determine 
which driver caused harm (Kimberlé Crenshaw 1989) 

 



Helma Lutz on intersectionality 
14 ‘lines of difference’, …                      

& some dangers 

u  gender               sexuality 

u  ‘race’/skin-colour  ethnicity 

u  nation/state          class 

u  culture                  ability 

u  age                    sedentariness/origin 

u  wealth               North–South 

u  religion          stage of social development 



	
different	versions	of	intersec/onality	
 
�  inter-categories:	relations	between	relatively	fixed	categories	
	
�  intra-categories:	where	identity	crosses	boundaries	of	
traditionally	constructed	groups;	categories	provisional,	if	
stable	

�  anti-categories:	categories	not	basic;	taking	categories	apart	
(Leslie	McCall	2005)	

	
	
	



whiteness(es) & unmarked 
categories … 
intersectional privilege 
u Different whitenesses 

 

u Problematise unmarked: ‘white’, 
‘able-bodied’, ‘heterosexual’, 
‘middle class’ …  

    

u Homosociality, cultural cloning 
 

 



organisa/onal	implica/ons	
� Macro:	societal,	transnational	contexts	

� Meso:	organisational	
�  top	level,	inclusive	commitment,	policies	+	monitoring	
�  top,	middle	level	supervisors	&	project	leadership	
�  support	staff,	administrators,	workers,	professionals	
�  employment	conditions	
�  service	delivery	

	
� Micro:,	everyday	interaction	and	practice,																					
even-handed,	respectful,	non-bullying	to	all		

	





� Thanks	for	listening!	

� hearn@hanken.fi	


